EXHIBITION ON MILLETS
from February 28 to March 01, 2024.
Organised by CPREEC EIACP PC-RP, Chennai.

A Cooking Competition was organized during the exhibition using Millets, Participants registered by email and more than 35 participants participated and displayed their recipes cooked with millets.

A team of jury selected the winners and awarded them with a cash prize. Other participants were given gifts as a token of appreciation.
Day 01

Exhibition was inaugurated by Dr. Nanditha Krishna, Member Secretary, C.P.R. Environmental Education Centre (CPREEC) along with the Centre Director and EIACP Coordinator Dr. P. Sudhakar. School students, Staff members and general public were present during the inauguration.
Pamphlets on Millets were distributed to all the visitors and Students took pledge and photographs on the Selfie booth with Mission LiFE Pledge.

Panels on millet were displayed explaining their importance with health benefits and uses
Day 02

on Day 02 Cooking competition was organized and registered participants participated and displayed their recipes prepared using millets, a team of jury selected the winners and 1st, 2nd & 3rd prize were awarded with a cash prize & all other participants were given gift as a token of appreciation.
DAY 03

School students & Teachers from various schools and General public visited the exhibition.